Our daily interaction with other humans crucially relies on our ability to understand what they think or believe. Unlike their behavior, other people's mental states are not visible, and we, therefore, need to *infer* what is on their mind. This ability has been referred to as ToM. Reasoning about others' unobservable mental states allows for far more sophisticated predictions about how other individuals will act than merely observing their behavior. ToM, thus, constitutes a cornerstone of the complex social interaction and communication that characterizes humans.

For decades, it was believed that ToM was uniquely human ([@r1]) and emerged around 4 y of age ([@r2][@r3]--[@r4]). This traditional view was based on the standard ToM task that requires participants to reason about others' false beliefs (FBs), considered as the critical test of ToM. In recent years, however, this view has been questioned by new types of ToM tasks, which show that, if not explicitly prompted, infants younger than 2 y already display correct expectations of how others will act based on their FBs ([@r5], [@r6]). Because, in these novel tasks, the object of study is not made explicit, the tasks have been referred to as *implicit* ToM tasks. Recently, even apes have been shown to pass these implicit ToM tasks ([@r7]). These findings have led to one of the biggest puzzles of current developmental psychology. How do infants and apes solve these implicit ToM tasks? Do they represent other individuals' mental states? And if so, why do they then consistently fail the traditional explicit ToM tasks until several years later? At the core of this debate is the question of the relation between the processes underlying implicit and explicit ToM tasks. While some claim that both task types measure the same early-developing core ToM capacity and only extraneous linguistic and executive task demands impede young preschoolers success on the explicit verbal tasks ([@r6]), others have argued, for two different systems, a mature explicit ToM process that develops at 4 y of age and an earlier-developing process measured by the implicit tasks ([@r8], [@r9]).

To address these questions, we studied the brain regions in which cortical structure supports success in implicit and in explicit ToM tasks in 3- to 4-y.o. children. We reasoned that, if both task types measure the same cognitive process, the maturation of similar brain regions should be relevant to their development. In contrast, if the maturation of different brain regions was important for succeeding on these tasks, this would support different underlying cognitive processes. Finally, comparing the relevant brain regions for children to those involved in ToM in adults would clarify which of these processes reflect mature adultlike ToM reasoning.

Mature verbal ToM reasoning has been shown to recruit a consistent network of brain regions including the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), precuneus (PC), and medial prefrontal cortex in adults ([@r10]) and in children ([@r11][@r12][@r13]--[@r14]). Increased functional and structural connectivities of this brain network have been associated with passing the explicit ToM tasks at around 4 y of age ([@r13], [@r14]). This leads to the prediction that this traditional milestone of passing explicit ToM tasks should be supported by cortical maturation in these regions. Much less is known about the neural structures involved in implicit ToM tasks. Neural activation for implicit and explicit ToM tasks have only been compared in adults thus far ([@r15][@r16][@r17][@r18]--[@r19]). Adults might engage in explicit verbal ToM while watching nonverbal ToM videos, however, possibly confounding brain regions for implicit and explicit ToM processes. Most of these studies have emphasized overlapping brain regions but have studied activation for implicit ToM only within the regions of interest defined by explicit ToM tasks ([@r15][@r16]--[@r17]), making it impossible to detect regions that differ from those recruited for explicit ToM. However, a recent multistudy analysis comparing whole-brain activation for implicit and explicit ToM tasks found a number of distinct brain regions for implicit ToM and an overlap with explicit ToM only in the right (R) TPJ ([@r19]). A recent study using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) in infants aged 7 mo gives further indications of activation over temporoparietal regions ([@r20]). However, the spatial resolution of fNIRS does not allow for more specific localization, and a direct comparison with explicit ToM tasks, which are designed for considerably older children, is not possible in infants. The critical question, thus, remains unanswered: Which brain regions and ultimately cognitive processes underlie young children's success in the implicit ToM tasks, and are these the same or different from those involved in the explicit ToM tasks? To address this question, we tested children with brain-structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and a specifically tailored behavioral task battery of implicit and explicit ToM tasks at the critical age of 3--4 y when the ability to explicitly reason about others' beliefs develops. Only at this age are children able to perform both types of tasks, possibly succeeding in the implicit task without yet being able to engage in explicit verbal ToM. Thus, this approach uniquely allowed us to study and compare the brain regions associated with early success in implicit ToM tasks and the later emergence of explicit ToM reasoning. Furthermore, with our approach, we studied the structural cortical maturation associated with the development of ToM and, thus, shed light on the underlying neurodevelopmental mechanisms.

During childhood, the human cerebral cortex undergoes important maturational changes as a result of the interaction of complementary microphysiological processes including synaptic pruning and myelination ([@r21][@r22]--[@r23]). These changes are associated with the development of cognitive abilities, such as intelligence and executive function, throughout middle childhood and adolescence ([@r24][@r25][@r26]--[@r27]). Cortical surface area increases during childhood and has been found to be positively related with cognitive development ([@r22], [@r25]). By contrast, cortical thickness appears to decrease from early childhood, partly as a result of myelination ([@r22], [@r23]), although its developmental trajectory depends on complementary microphysiological processes and is subject to considerable local and interindividual variation ([@r22][@r23]--[@r24]). Consequently, cortical thickness has been found to be either positively or negatively related to cognitive function depending on the age, cognitive domain, and brain region ([@r24], [@r26]). In preschool age, the relation of cortical brain structure and cognitive function has been rarely studied to date, and, in particular, research on the relation to early social-cognitive development is lacking.

We correlated these measures of cortical brain structure (i.e., cortical surface area and thickness) in 38 children aged 3 and 4 y with their performance on traditional explicit ToM tasks ([@r2], [@r28]) and a nonverbal implicit ToM task ([@r28]). In addition, we assessed children's executive function, linguistic and general cognitive abilities, known to be related with ToM development ([@r28]), and controlled for developments in these domains. This approach served to: 1) determine which markers of cortical brain structure underlie the developmental breakthrough in the explicit ToM tasks; 2) investigate the regions associated with early success in implicit ToM tasks; and 3) compare these brain regions to one another and to the ToM network recruited in adults.

We reasoned that, if children's developmental breakthrough in the traditional explicit ToM tasks, indeed, reflects their emerging ability to reason about mental states, their explicit ToM performance should correlate with cortical brain structure in the regions recruited for ToM reasoning in adults. If implicit ToM tasks, in turn, tap into the same processes, the same or overlapping brain regions should be found for both task types. Distinct and clearly dissociated brain regions, in contrast, would support two different systems for implicit and explicit ToM.

Our results show that the developmental breakthrough in explicit ToM tasks around the age of 4 y is, indeed, related to structural changes in the brain regions of the adult ToM network, including the TPJ and PC. Earlier-developing success in the implicit ToM tasks, in contrast, is associated with different regions in the developing brain, including the supramarginal gyrus (SMG). The observed neural effects are independent of one another, independent of age and of developments in other cognitive domains. These findings clearly support a different-systems account of implicit and explicit ToM performance where mature adultlike ToM emerges with passing the explicit ToM tasks around the age of 4 y, supported by cortical brain structure in what is known as the ToM network in adults. The brain regions involved in implicit ToM tasks, in contrast, suggest that earlier-developing, possibly social-cognitive processes underlie younger children's success in these tasks.

Results {#s1}
=======

Behavioral Results. {#s2}
-------------------

A behavioral assessment of explicit and implicit ToM tasks and codeveloping cognitive functions was conducted in 60 children aged 3 to 4 y ([@r28]) from which 38 children successfully performed an anatomical MRI (for details, see [*Methods*](#s10){ref-type="sec"}). Explicit ToM performance was assessed with two explicit ToM tasks---a false location and a false content FB task---from which an aggregate explicit ToM score was computed (see [*Methods*](#s10){ref-type="sec"}). In the subsample of 38 children with usable MRI data, there was a significant difference between 3- and 4-y.o.s (Mann-Whitney *u* test *P* \< 0.001), in that 3-y.o. children performed below chance (median = 0, Wilcoxon signed rank test *P* \< 0.001) and 4-y.o.s marginally above chance (median = 0.5, Wilcoxon signed rank test *P* = 0.082), confirming the results of the full behavioral sample ([@r28]).

In the implicit ToM task, children watched nonverbal animated hiding/chasing scenarios between two animals while their gaze direction was recorded with an eye tracker (for details, see [*Methods*](#s10){ref-type="sec"}). The chasing animal had a FB about where the chased animal was hiding. Rather than asking children verbally as in the explicit tasks, in the implicit FB task, children's spontaneous looking behavior was observed to track where they anticipated the chasing animal to search for the hiding one. In the full behavioral sample, children looked significantly more to the correct than the incorrect location (mean = 54.0%, SD = 10.8%, one-sample *t* test *t*\[56\] = 2.809, *P* = 0.007) ([@r28]) and marginally significantly in the subsample of children with usable MRI data (mean = 53.4%, SD = 10.9%, one-sample *t* test *t*\[37\] = 1.907, *P* = 0.064). There was no significant age difference between 3 and 4 y (3-y.o.s: 54.3%, 4-y.o.s: 52.6%, independent sample *t* test *t*\[36\] = 0.494, *P* = 0.778) as in the full behavioral sample ([@r28]). Furthermore, as in the full sample, no correlation between implicit and explicit ToM performance was found (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient ρ\[38\] = −0.124, *P* = 0.459).

Explicit ToM Tasks and Brain Structure. {#s3}
---------------------------------------

To test whether ToM performance was related to circumscribed cortical brain structure, we reconstructed cortical surface area and thickness from high-resolution anatomical MRI using surface-based analysis in FreeSurfer ([@r29]) in the same 3- and 4-y.o. children that participated in the behavioral task battery. We then computed the linear relation of children's explicit ToM scores with these indices of gray matter structure on the entire cortical surface. This yielded a significant positive correlation of children's explicit ToM performance with their cortical surface area in the PC ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}), which remained significant when controlling for total surface area, chronological age, and gender. Given our clear a priori hypotheses on the brain regions relevant for explicit ToM reasoning, in a second step, we computed a small volume correction within the regions of a ToM meta-analysis on FB reasoning ([@r10]). In addition to the effect in the R PC, this showed a significant positive correlation of children's explicit ToM performance with their cortical surface area in the R TPJ ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, explicit ToM performance was significantly positively correlated with cortical thickness in the R pMTG and L PC. These effects again remained significant when controlling for age and gender as well as total surface area and mean thickness, respectively.

![Linear relation of explicit ToM performance with cortical surface area in the R PC (*A*, whole brain analysis) and R TPJ \[*B*, within the regions of a ToM meta-analysis on FB reasoning in adults ([@r10])\]. (*C*) Linear relation of explicit ToM performance with cortical thickness in the R posterior MTG (pMTG, *Top*) and left (L) PC (*Bottom*) \[within the regions of the adult ToM meta-analysis ([@r10])\]. These relations were independent of age, gender, the implicit ToM task, and codeveloping cognitive abilities. All effects are cluster-size corrected with a significance threshold of *P* \< 0.05 and are shown on the inflated surface of the common group template.](pnas.1916725117fig01){#fig01}

###### 

MNI coordinates, effect size, exact significance, and cluster size of significant brain-behavior relations

                       Anatomical region                        Peak voxel coordinate in MNI 305 space (X, Y, Z)   Correlation in peak voxel (Spearman's ρ)   Clusterwise *P* value   Cluster-size (in mm^2^)                                              
  -------------------- ---------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ ----------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------------ --------
  Explicit ToM                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   Surface area        R PC[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}     10.0                                               −28.5                                      25.9                    0.547                     0.00380[^†^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   937.45
                       R pMTG/ITS                               47.5                                               −58.3                                      5.4                     0.399                     0.04136[^†^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   660.93
                       R TPJ[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}    56.1                                               −48                                        33.4                    0.472                     0.00020[^‡^](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   210.21
  Cortical thickness   R pMTG[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   59.2                                               −48.8                                      6.7                     0.470                     0.00020[^‡^](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   189.85
                       L PC                                     −11.6                                              −57.6                                      35.6                    0.336                     0.00479[^‡^](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   89.64
  Implicit ToM                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   Surface area        R SMG[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}    59.8                                               −17.4                                      31.8                    0.331                     0.00400[^†^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   945.90
  Cortical thickness   L PC                                     −9.0                                               −71.9                                      55.5                    0.396                     0.00320[^‡^](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   97.67

The effects are controlled for age, gender, and total surface area/mean thickness. The explicit ToM effects were independent of implicit ToM and vice versa.

These effects were independent of codeveloping abilities (i.e., language, executive function, and general intelligence).

Corrected at whole brain level.

Small volume correction within the regions of a ToM meta-analysis ([@r10]).

Implicit ToM Tasks and Brain Structure. {#s4}
---------------------------------------

To identify cortical brain structure associated with success in the implicit ToM task, we computed the linear relation of children's implicit ToM performance with cortical surface area and thickness on the whole cortical surface. This yielded a significant positive correlation with surface area in the R SMG ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}) without any overlap with the regions found for explicit ToM, which was significant when controlling for total surface area, age, and gender.

![(*A*) Linear relation of implicit ToM performance with cortical surface area in the R SMG (whole brain analysis). (*B*) Correlation of Implicit ToM performance with cortical thickness in the L PC \[within the regions of the adult ToM meta-analysis ([@r10])\]. These relations were independent of age, gender, the explicit ToM task, and the effect in *A* of codeveloping cognitive abilities. All effects are cluster-size corrected with a significance threshold of *P* \< 0.05 and are shown on the inflated surface of the common group template.](pnas.1916725117fig02){#fig02}

Dissociation of Implicit and Explicit ToM. {#s5}
------------------------------------------

To test whether the implicit ToM task also recruited typical adult ToM regions, we computed a small volume correction within the regions of the FB reasoning meta-analysis ([@r10]). In contrast to the explicit task, there was no significant linear relation with implicit ToM performance within the adult ToM network except for a positive relation with cortical thickness in a small cluster in the L dorsal PC, which was more dorsal than the cluster reported for explicit ToM ([Figs. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). To test for the independence of the effects observed for the implicit and explicit ToM tasks, we controlled for performance in the other task type, respectively. This showed that all regions of significant relation with explicit ToM performance were independent of implicit ToM performance and vice versa. While the regions found for explicit ToM performance fully overlapped with the brain network activated for explicit verbal FB reasoning in adults ([@r10]), success in the implicit ToM task was associated with different brain regions. These regions, in turn, lie within the area of activation found by a multistudy analysis on an implicit ToM paradigm ([@r30]) in adults ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) with some differences in the peak coordinates ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916725117/-/DCSupplemental)).

![Distinct and independent brain regions were associated with success on explicit (blue) and implicit ToM tasks (red, orange) as shown for the surface area in *A* and cortical thickness in *B*. While the effects found for the explicit ToM tasks were in regions activated by verbal ToM stories in adults ([@r10]), the implicit ToM effects lay within regions activated by a spontaneous ToM task in which adults experienced biases depending on another person's belief ([@r19]). The effects are shown on the inflated surface of the common group template.](pnas.1916725117fig03){#fig03}

Independence of Codeveloping Cognitive Abilities. {#s6}
-------------------------------------------------

To test for the specificity of the reported effects for ToM, we controlled for children's linguistic abilities, executive function, and general cognitive abilities. These were assessed with a comprehensive task battery of standardized tests of language development ([@r31]) and general cognitive function ([@r32]) as well as specifically tailored tasks known to be related to ToM in development ([@r28]) (for details, see [*Methods*](#s10){ref-type="sec"} and [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916725117/-/DCSupplemental)). Including these scores as covariates in the linear model showed that all reported effects, except for the relatively small clusters in the L PC, were independent of children's linguistic, executive, and general cognitive abilities. The effects were, thus, specific to children's implicit or explicit ToM performance and not explained by more general cognitive development in other domains.

Discussion {#s7}
==========

Developmental psychology has been facing a puzzle: Our ability to reason about others' minds has long been believed to develop around the age of 4 y when children start passing the traditional explicit ToM tests. Presently, however, novel implicit ToM tasks have shown behavior that looks like ToM in infants even before the age of 2 y ([@r6]). When does ToM develop, and what is the relation between the processes subserving implicit and explicit ToM tasks? We addressed this question by studying structural brain markers (cortical surface area and thickness) in relation to implicit and explicit ToM tasks at the critical age of 3 to 4 y---before and after explicit ToM reasoning emerges. The results show that the development of explicit ToM reasoning in young children was associated with increases in cortical thickness and surface area in brain regions of the classical ToM network (i.e., temporoparietal regions and the PC). Implicit ToM performance, in contrast, was associated with increases in cortical thickness and surface area in independent brain regions (i.e., the SMG and a more dorsal portion of the PC). These associations were independent of one another and independent of codeveloping abilities in other cognitive domains (i.e., language, executive function, and general cognitive abilities).

The finding that passing explicit ToM tasks was associated with brain structure in the core regions of the ToM network clearly supports the theory that the breakthrough observed on these tasks at 4 y reflects a development toward mature adultlike ToM reasoning. This speaks against the view that a full-blown ToM is innate or develops early in infancy. In particular, it is inconsistent with the view that young children only fail explicit ToM tasks due to extrinsic linguistic or executive demands of these tasks ([@r5], [@r6]) because, in that case, brain regions involved in language or executive function should be related to success in the tasks. On the contrary, passing the explicit ToM tasks seems to rely on the same brain regions and processes recruited when adults reason about others' mental states. This argument receives additional support from the fact that the observed effects were independent of children's linguistic abilities and executive function. These results complement previous findings that the structural and functional connectivities between these brain regions are important for the emergence of ToM reasoning in the explicit ToM tasks ([@r13], [@r14]).

Earlier-developing success in implicit ToM tasks, in contrast, was associated with brain structure in brain regions distinct and independent from those involved in explicit ToM tasks, including the SMG rather than the TPJ (i.e., angular gyrus). Indeed, we observed a double dissociation in that all of the reported effects correlated only with one task type but not the other with no overlap between the two networks. Furthermore, the effects found for the implicit ToM task were independent of performance on the explicit ToM tasks and vice versa. These findings clearly support independent processes involved in implicit and explicit ToM tasks---mature ToM is measured by the explicit tasks and only develops late in preschool age, whereas looking behavior in the implicit ToM tasks is driven by independent earlier-developing processes. The dissociation was independent of developments in other cognitive domains (i.e., language, executive function, working memory, and general intelligence) and was supported by the lack of a behavioral correlation between implicit and explicit ToM performances ([@r28]).

Our implicit ToM findings in the SMG and dorsal PC overlapped with the activation maps of a recent multistudy fMRI investigation on an implicit ToM paradigm in adults ([@r19]) with some differences in the peak coordinates ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916725117/-/DCSupplemental)). In the adult implicit ToM paradigm, participants experienced social biases when asked to detect a ball, depending on whether the other person believed the ball to be there or not ([@r18], [@r19], [@r30]). In contrast to our implicit ToM task in young children, this social bias task in adults additionally recruited the R TPJ---a core ToM region ([@r18], [@r19]). This suggests that, during such tasks, adults recruit those processes underlying implicit ToM success in early childhood, and, in addition, engage in explicit ToM.

What are the cognitive processes that allow young children to pass implicit ToM tasks? While explicit ToM reasoning relied on the brain regions of the classical ToM network, success in implicit ToM tasks was associated with different brain regions, that is, the SMG and a more dorsal portion of the PC. These regions are part of two distinct functional connectivity networks as shown with the automated fMRI synthesis software Neurosynth (<https://neurosynth.org/>) ([@r33]). The peak coordinates of explicit ToM (i.e., TPJ, ventral PC, and pMTG) are part of the default mode network commonly recruited for ToM, episodic and semantic memories (<https://neurosynth.org/>). The peak coordinates of the implicit ToM task (i.e., SMG and dorsal PC), in contrast, are coactivated in a superior parietal network associated with sensory, motor and body representations, and observation (<https://neurosynth.org/>). Similar dissociated networks have been observed in a number of studies reporting differences between ToM and other forms of perspective taking in adults ([@r19], [@r34][@r35]--[@r36]) and in children ([@r14], [@r37]). A series of studies comparing ToM and empathy found the SMG to be involved in overcoming egocentric biases when judging others' emotional states in both adults ([@r34], [@r35]) and children ([@r37]). The TPJ, in turn, was involved in explicit ToM reasoning. This dissociation of TPJ and SMG was confirmed in preschool-aged children when comparing ToM with observing others' bodily sensations or pain ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916725117/-/DCSupplemental)) ([@r14]). Interestingly, a similar dissociation of SMG versus TPJ and dorsal versus ventral PC was found when comparing visual perspective taking with ToM in tasks where participants had to overcome social biases between their own and another's incongruent visual perspective ([@r38]), similar to the implicit social bias ToM paradigms investigated in adults ([@r18], [@r19], [@r30]).

In cognitive development, similar to implicit ToM tasks, these social-cognitive processes \[i.e., empathy, visual perspective taking, social biases between incongruent perspectives, as well as action understanding, which also recruits the SMG ([@r39], [@r40])\] have been shown to develop earlier than explicit ToM reasoning ([@r30], [@r41][@r42][@r43]--[@r44]). Based on the parallels in dissociated developmental trajectories and brain networks (SMG and dorsal PC versus TPJ and ventral PC), we speculate that success in the implicit ToM task might be related to a stronger focus on other agents, possibly resulting in a social modulation of encoded events. In line with recent theoretical suggestions, this could lead to social biases toward the others' (rather than one's own) perspective, which may generate success in implicit ToM tasks without a full-fledged ToM ([@r45][@r46][@r47]--[@r48]).

In addition to being involved in biases between one's own and others' emotional and visual perspectives and action observations, the SMG has also been discussed to be involved in attention control ([@r49]). However, the observed relation was independent of children's performance in executive function and general cognitive tasks, which involved visual attention. Moreover, attention tasks typically recruit a more posterior portion of the SMG or the angular gyrus ([@r49][@r50][@r51]--[@r52]) (see also <https://neurosynth.org/>). A closer region to our effect in the SMG was only observed in a study where social context modulated attention ([@r52]), in line with our suggestion that socially modulated attention or encoding might drive success in implicit ToM tasks. Support for the involvement of general cognitive, in addition to social-cognitive, processes might come from the relation of the implicit ToM task with the dorsal PC, which was not independent of general cognitive abilities and executive function, and has previously been associated with selection, working memory, and processing location (<https://neurosynth.org/>). While, at the current stage, we can only speculate about the cognitive processes underlying early success in the implicit ToM tasks, our data clearly support that these processes differ from those underlying mature verbal ToM reasoning.

Open Questions. {#s8}
---------------

It remains an open question which processes drive children's correct looking behavior in the implicit ToM tasks, and the exact function of the SMG and dorsal PC in these tasks requires further investigation. Future research will need to directly contrast brain activation during these tasks with activation during other social-cognitive processes that have been shown to recruit portions of the SMG, such as handling conflict and biases in visual and emotional perspectives ([@r14], [@r36]), action observation ([@r39], [@r40]), and social as well as nonsocial modulations of attention and encoding ([@r19], [@r34], [@r37], [@r52]) in children younger than 4 y of age. This will be a challenge as it requires task-based functional MRI with very young children ([@r14]) because the relatively low spatial resolution of infant neuroimaging methods (such as NIRS) does not allow reliably measuring and dissociating the relevant brain regions (i.e., TPJ versus SMG and different portions of the PC) ([@r20]). In addition to understanding the neural processes underlying implicit ToM success and their exact function, further behavioral experimental manipulations and correlates would help to clarify what drives children's correct looking behavior in the implicit ToM tasks and how to interpret this behavior. It is not only the underlying processes, but also the exact developmental trajectory and potential limitations of implicit ToM processes that remain an open question. Recent studies have had difficulty replicating findings from different implicit ToM tasks ([@r51][@r52]--[@r53]), have reported considerably later developmental onsets of success in these tasks ([@r53]), and have reported specific performance limitations ([@r53], [@r54]). Behavioral success in the current MRI sample was also weaker than in the original behavioral study of our implicit ToM paradigm ([@r27]), which likely resulted from reduced power in the smaller sample of children with usable MRI data. We believe that the present study contributes to the debate about limitations of implicit ToM performance, first, by indicating that a different process underlies success in these tasks, which would explain some of the observed performance limitations ([@r47]). Second, the robust correlation of the implicit ToM task with brain structure supports that the variance in performance on this task is meaningful and reflects robust interindividual differences.

Conclusions. {#s9}
------------

Our finding of distinct and independent brain networks for implicit and explicit ToM tasks shows a dissociation of the processes underlying these achievements at different time points in early childhood. The emergence of verbal ToM reasoning in the traditional explicit ToM tasks was associated with cortical brain structure in the classical ToM network. This supports the traditional view that the behavioral breakthrough on these tasks around 4 y of age represents a major advance toward a mature adultlike ToM. Success in the implicit ToM tasks, in contrast, was associated with an independent brain network (including the SMG), which has previously been reported to be involved in processing conflict in emotional and visual perspective taking, action observation, and social attention or encoding biases. In sum, these results support the involvement of different systems in what has been thought to reflect the development of ToM---with mature adultlike ToM emerging around the age of 4 y and earlier-developing possibly social-cognitive processes that support success in implicit ToM tasks. In addition to providing a better understanding of the cognitive architecture and development of human social cognition, our findings might have implications for understanding neurodevelopmental disorders with social-cognitive impairments, such as autism spectrum disorder, which has been found to differentially impair implicit and explicit ToM performances ([@r55]).

Methods {#s10}
=======

Participants. {#s11}
-------------

MRI data and behavioral data of 38 typically developing 3- and 4-y.o. children were analyzed for the present study (median = 4.07 y, range: 3.07--4.58 y; 21 female). The behavioral assessment was conducted in a total sample of *n* = 60 children aged 3 and 4 y ([@r28]) from which *n* = 9 children did not participate in or aborted the MRI, one child was excluded due to an MRI acquisition error, one child was excluded because of an incidental neurological finding, and *n* = 11 children were excluded because of motion artifacts in the MRI data detected by visual inspection only including data of participants that had good to moderate MRI scans ([@r56]). A power analysis with G\*Power ([@r57]) showed that the computed linear regression with *n* = 38, an α error of 5%, and an effect size of f ([@r2]) = 0.25 had a power of 1-β = 85%. Parental informed consent was obtained for all children, and the study was approved by the Ethics Committee at the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Leipzig.

Cognitive Assessment. {#s12}
---------------------

The children took the completed task battery including traditional explicit ToM tasks and an implicit ToM task. In addition, to ensure that the observed effects were specific to ToM and not explained by developments in other cognitive domains, we administered standardized test batteries of language development ([@r31]) and general intelligence ([@r32]) as well as a specifically tailored set of executive function tasks known to correlate with ToM ([@r28]) (for details, see [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916725117/-/DCSupplemental)). This comprehensive cognitive assessment took place on three different days within a median period of 13 d (interquartile range: 10--16 d). The tasks were conducted in counterbalanced order across participants with the exception of the explicit ToM tasks that always took place last to avoid any influence of the explicit on the implicit ToM task.

Explicit ToM Tasks. {#s13}
-------------------

The children performed two traditional explicit FB tasks---a false location and a false content task---both presented in an interactive setting \[procedure as in Grosse Wiesmann et al. ([@r13], [@r28])\]. In the false location task, children saw a mouse puppet finding a candy in a little bag and an empty box. The mouse then left the room, and the experimenter conspiratorially moved the candy from the bag to the box. When the mouse came back, children were asked three test questions about where the mouse would look for the candy, whether she knew where it was and where she believed it was, followed by a control question to make sure the child remembered the actual location of the candy. In the false content task, children were shown a Kinder chocolate bar box and were asked what they believed was inside the box. After suspecting chocolates inside the box, they were shown that it, in fact, contained pencils. A mouse puppet then entered the scene, and children were asked three test questions: whether the mouse knew what was in the box, what she believed was in it, and what the child itself had originally believed was inside the box, followed by a control question about the actual content of the box. In each of the tasks, children could obtain a total of three points, one for each of the test questions. The performance on the two tasks was highly intercorrelated \[Spearman's ρ([@r38]) = 0.889; *P* = 9\*10^−14^\], and we, therefore, combined them into a total explicit ToM score with equal weight for each of the six test questions.

Implicit ToM Task. {#s14}
------------------

In an anticipatory looking paradigm ([@r28]), children were presented with short film clips on a Tobii T120 eye-tracker monitor. These showed different animal agents observing a mouse running through a y-shaped tunnel to one of two boxes each positioned at one of the two exits of the tunnel ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1916725117/-/DCSupplemental)). The children first saw two familiarization (FAM) videos in which the animal agent then followed the mouse through the tunnel and took the exit where the mouse was hiding. After that, children were shown 12 FB videos in which the animal agent had a FB about the location of the mouse, which had actually left the scene in the agent\'s absence. Once the agent entered the tunnel, children's anticipatory looking was evaluated as a measure of their expectation as to where the agent would come out of the tunnel and search for the mouse. The video ended before the agent came out of the tunnel to prevent children from learning throughout the trials. There were two different FB conditions, respectively, controlling for different non-belief-related strategies ([@r58]). To keep up children\'s anticipatory looking, the FB videos were intermixed with further FAM videos (a total of 10 trials) and six true belief (TB) videos analogous to the FB videos, except that the mouse returned to the box that the agent had witnessed it going to. In the FAM and TB videos, the agent always exited the tunnel on the side where the mouse was hiding. As in the original article ([@r28]), gaze data were analyzed for a period of interest from the moment when the agent had disappeared in the tunnel until its reappearance in the FAM and TB conditions or until the end of the trial in the FB conditions. Two areas of interest (AOI) were defined, each covering one of the tunnel exits and the corresponding box. During the period of interest, a differential looking score of relative looking times to the correct compared to the incorrect AOI was computed in accordance with previous literature ([@r55]) and served as the implicit ToM score.

MRI Data Acquisition. {#s15}
---------------------

High-resolution 3D T~1~-weighted MRI images were acquired on a Siemens 3T TIM Trio scanner with a 32-channel head coil using the MP2RAGE sequence ([@r59]) at 1.2 × 1 × 1 mm resolution (inversion time TI~1~ = 700 ms; flip angle α~1~ = 4°; TI~2~ = 2,500 ms; α~2~ = 5°; repetition time TR = 5,000 ms; echo time TE = 3.24 ms; FoV = 192 × 192 mm; 176 sagittal slices; GRAPPA 3; partial Fourier phase factor 6/8; bandwidth 240 Hz/Px; acquisition time 5:22 min). Children were acquainted with the scanning procedure by performing a mock scan in a playful setting a few days before the actual scan and watched a movie of their choice on MR-compatible goggles and headphones during the scan.

MRI Data Analysis. {#s16}
------------------

Individual brain images were processed in FreeSurfer 5.3.0 ([http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu](http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/)) to reconstruct cortical surfaces and generate local estimates of cortical thickness and surface area following the standard surface-based stream in FreeSurfer ([@r60]). This processing stream includes intensity normalization, followed by skull stripping and tessellation of the gray/white matter cortical boundary, automated topology correction ([@r61]), surface deformations following intensity gradients to optimize the inner (gray/white matter), and the outer (gray matter/cerobrospinal fluid \[CSF\]) cortical border to the location of greatest shift in intensity ([@r60]). Surface area of the gray/white matter boundary was calculated as well as cortical thickness defined as the shortest distance from the gray/white matter boundary to the gray matter/CSF boundary at each vertex on the tessellated surface. Skull stripping, white matter segmentation, and cortical and pial surfaces were inspected visually for errors and corrected manually when necessary as recommended in the FreeSurfer pipeline (<http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/FsTutorial/TroubleshootingData>). The automated FreeSurfer pipeline was rerun for the surfaces that contained errors and then reinspected. The individual cortical surfaces were then registered to a common group template with the spherical registration implemented in FreeSurfer to allow for an accurate matching of local cortical thickness and surface area measures across participants. Cortical thickness and surface area maps were smoothed on the tessellated surfaces using a 10-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel to reduce measurement noise while preserving anatomical localizability.

Brain Template Creation. {#s17}
------------------------

The common group template had been created from the individual T~1~-weighted images of all of the children included in the analysis using the advanced normalization tools (ANTs) script buildtemplateparallel.sh (<http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/>) after affine alignment to Montreal Imaging Institute (MNI) space, intensity correction, normalization, and skull stripping in FreeSurfer. The group template was then processed in FreeSurfer to reconstruct the cortical surfaces as described for the individual brain images. Segmentation and surfaces were again inspected visually and corrected manually, and the automated FreeSurfer pipeline was rerun and reinspected.

Statistical MRI Data Analysis. {#s18}
------------------------------

The statistical analyses were computed with FreeSurfer 6.0. The relation of cortical thickness and surface area, respectively, with our main variables (explicit and implicit ToM scores) were estimated in separate general linear models using the tool mri_glmfit implemented in FreeSurfer. In addition, we controlled for children's chronological age, gender, and mean thickness or total surface area, respectively, by including them as covariates in the linear model. We corrected for multiple comparisons with a clusterwise correction using the FreeSurfer tool mri_glmfit-sim, specifying a cluster-forming threshold of *P* \< 0.001, clusterwise threshold of *P* \< 0.05, positive relation with surface area, bidirectional relation with cortical thickness, and additional correction for the analyses on two hemispheres. For the clusterwise correction, a Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000 iterations was precomputed on our group template.

To test for the independence of the effects found for implicit and explicit ToM from one another, we additionally included the implicit ToM score as a covariate to the linear models for the explicit ToM score and vice versa. All effects remained significant.

Finally, to test for the specificity of the obtained effects for ToM, we controlled, for children's executive function, language, and general intelligence scores by including these as covariates into the linear models.

Regions of Interest. {#s19}
--------------------

Given our clear a priori hypotheses for explicit ToM and to be able to compare the effects found in children to the mature adult ToM network, in addition to the whole brain analysis, we computed a small-volume correction within the regions of interest from a meta-analysis on reasoning about FBs in adults ([@r10]). For this, we registered the original meta-analysis maps from the MNI space to our group template with the ANTs script WarpImageMultiTransform (<http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/>) and then projected them on the surface using the FreeSurfer tool mri_vol2surf. The linear models for the relations of cortical thickness and surface area with explicit and implicit ToM, respectively (as well as the analyses that included the covariates described above) were computed within the obtained mask with mri_glmfit as before.

For purposes of qualitative comparison and visualization, the activation maps of the FB versus TB ("PxA") contrast of a recent multistudy analysis on implicit ToM in adults ([@r19]) was warped and projected to our group template surface as described above and displayed on the surface in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}. The effects were visualized on the inflated surface of the common group template with Freeview.

Data Availability Statement. {#s20}
----------------------------

All employed materials and data discussed in the paper are saved in a local repository at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, and data in fully anonymized format will be made available to the reader upon request (according to the data protection policy in the ethics agreement).
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